86 chevy chevette

The seller provides a hilarious write-up and might just have serious potential as a stand-up
comic! First things first: the license plate. You know, roll 2 windows down and go Sorry, that
was my own lame attempt at humor. I remember a kid in high school who once drove 9 kids to
school in his Chevette. There were hands and feet sticking out of every window when he pulled
into the parking lot! Surviving the abuse of time and various owners , the interior is in much
nicer shape than the exterior. That title goes to the K-car. Never having owned one, for some
inexplicable reason I feel unconditional love for these little cars. Go ahead, laugh all you want.
This car comes with the optional three-speed automatic transmission. Rear wheel driven,
Chevettes were reported to achieve 28 mpg city and 40 mpg highway back in the day. Judging
by the above photo of the engine bay, things look fairly clean, neat, and well taken care of.
Certainly, this is no show car but who would ever think of bringing a Chevette to a car show? I
like it just the way it is. Seriously, it gets more attention than just about any other car there.
James Schwartz, my comment was made in jest and not intended to offend. To each his or her
own. I usually get the same reactions to it that you probably get from yours. Your Chevette
would probably draw a lot of lookers who would then perhaps check out my ride, too. Very well
said Fordguy! Some people are only interested at looking at the typical Mustang, Camaro,
Chevelle, Charger type cars. The owner had fabbed up a special intake manifold that held 4
motorcycle carburetors. He said he did it because he wanted something besides the standard
SBC. Well the end times have passed then and you were hiding out in a bunker! I think the
chevettes have more looks then the junk boxes of today. Our family had one that was only
running on three cylenders from the factory it got 50 mpg but with no power after a valve job to
fix factory flaw it still got40 mpg. They absolutely do this. My cousin lived in Venice, CA, and
had the original Honda Civic Si, and he decided to sell it, and got a call from a buyer, who
happily paid his full asking price, and also said the that he could keep the new car stereo he had
installed, and other accessories. When my cousin asked why he was buying it, he explained he
worked for Honda. They bought it as an engineering study, tear down, and analysis. He had all
his service records, and it was in great shape, given that it had been parked outside, and driven
everyday. So, no BS, it does happen. Now, if I could find those buyers for our cars! My cousin
heard Honda, and asked if there was any chance his price was too low? The Honda guy laughed
and said sorry, done deal. But, had it been a bit higher to start, he would have bought it for that.
Refreshing to see some creativity in a listing. But that has more to do with the years of
production than the Chevette being unworthy of the title. Those things are tough little buggers.
Choppy ride? All a big. But they were as dependable as the day is long. But for the most part..
And to realize that people would rarely invest the money into properly maintaining them. Where
did all the 4-speeds go? Or even better, the 5 speeds? Most can, and most will. Entertaining ad
for a very boring vehicle. I worked with a young lady who was a typical Chevette driver. In cold
weather, she boiled extra hot water when making instant breakfast oatmeal. It never broke, so
there is that. These dull, boxy people movers had a good 11 year run. Hyundai picked it up from
there with the Excel. Always wondered if the Vauxhall 2. We never got any of the good stuff you
got in Europe. Schwartzman, A Chevette was one of the last hobby cars my dad piddled with,
and he could never cure it of overheating, what was he doing wrong? It had a decent body for
an Ohio car, always regret not getting it when he passed and installing the aluminum Buick V-8 I
had in the garage. There is a guy that drives one of these to work every day on the west side of
Baltimore. Great ad! The car world ended for me in , and cars like Pintos and Chevettes were the
banner-carrying turds and slugs that led us all down the merry path to Hatesville. For the humor
impaired, this disclaimer is presented to alert the reader of sarcastic content above. My sister
had a like this one. A buddy of mine had 1 of these, used as a trail vehicle for cross country
bicycle events. It was a diesel, and his wife put about a gazillion miles on it. It was a manual
shift car and proved to be an incredibly reliable, economical car. They ended up trading it for a
Ford Escort with a diesel. The Chevette ended up being the winner in the reliability category. We
had the exact same car, only in red. Auto and all. After driving it for a while, I told my wife we
needed to give a ride to a drug addict. That why when we came to a hill, he could find a pusher.
The first night we had it I tore out the kick, door, and rear side panels to put in big speakers and
wiring to go with the ew Pioneer Super Tuner. My wife came out to the garage about 4 in the
morning only to see interior parts of her new car scattered across the garage. It was back
together in time for thhedrive to work. Pumping the watts to those rear speakers caused the rear
quarter metal to move in and out, attenuating the sound to the environment. With a tire size
upgrade and a rear sway bar from my old Opel Manta, it handled pretty good, responding well to
all typical performance driving inputs, but would get stuck on a banana peel. Winters required
studded tires on all four corners. Mom drove one back in the day. It performed flawlessly,
seriously, but sadly was totaled when we hit a dragonfly. Just kidding. It was better than her
previous automobile, a Vega, but then again, so was uncontrollable diarrhea, I suppose.

Stranger still was when we went camping, and my older, married sister had her Chevette, with a
camper in tow! The best part of all this? Telling people in high school that my Mom and sister
both drove Vettes. No, come to think of it, the best part was that when we got a Cavalier,
therefore I could lay claim to being an initiator of what we today call the throwaway society. My
Buddy and were on the Mass Pike one night he was driving a Chevette just like this one , when
we passed a semi and one of those big retreads blew off a trailer tire and went right across the
windshield , my life passed before my eyes , low and behold no broken windshield or even any
body damage , but our under ware different story lol. Look at all these comments. Just goes to
show that people love Chevettes. My Dad had a diesel version Izuzu and it got better than 50
mpg all the time. He claimed to have gotten 56 on one tank. Unfortunately he had not heard of a
timing belt and all the valves got bent when it broke. It was rebuilt at a local shop but always
burned oil after that and the mileage was down in the 30s. The reliability of the 4 Cylinder
Chevette engine IS legendary, contrary to the lead story, and the author that never owned one. I
can think of many Cadillac and Buick and even some Ford engines that self grenade. Everyone
needs to remember that these cars were built for the 55 mph speed limit, and if you keep them
maintained, a manual tranny Chevette could get you up to 35 mpg on the highway at 55mph.
The rarer 5 speed added a couple more MPG highway. It included blacked out trim with red
accents, and decals, actually looked pretty good imo. Picture of a Chevette S included. I had a
fleet of them in late 80s early 90s in all versions. The diesels were great couldnt kill it and got
over 50mpg with the 5 speed. I dont recall a 4 speed in a diesel at all as they needed the extra
gear for low revs. The dogamatic was not by anymeans useful in a chevette of any kind. These
little cars were great at handeling with a set of wider tires and blocks under rear springs to stop
the rubbing in turns! The gas cars with the 2bbl 4spd were good to go with a few tweaks and
you could churp it in 3rd, they didnt have many options and ac is a serious drag as in loss of 5
mph. That was style! My 86 was 2dr 5 speed and ran great. Oh and the k car wins. My
mother-in-law had one for twelve years. At the time the vernacular would call these econoboxes,
but this collection qualified as penalty boxes, especially the back seat of the pinto! As the only
military member, I occasionally had to drive myself for exercises and inspections, thus sparing
me some of the human structural damage inflicted by our rides. I remember the Chevette and
my K-car being the only manual tranny vehicles and the Chevy gearbox whined like an old
straight-cut box from pre-war WWII days. Oh, the memories! I had one just like this, same color
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Flintstone. Rare, in this original condition, not restored. Great Classic show car!! Includes: AM
radio, sport steering wheel, fold down rear seat, reclining front bucket seats, styled steel
wheels, sport mirrors,rally wheels, electric sunroof. Qualifies for antique tag. Church in
Louisville, KY. Inside of a really nice looking Chevette! The Chevette hanging out with one of the
most iconic and unique vehicles. The Oscar Meyer Mobile. Chevette : Rare, in this original
condition, not restored. Red 86 Chevette Love this Old School Chevette-- Was an awesome car
back in the 70's's!!!!! Traveling and living the dream. Trailer Build Car Trailer. Steel Wheels Hot
Wheels. Fred Flintstone. Christian Church. Really Cool Stuff. Cool Cars Cool Stuff. Chrome
Wheels. Old School Awesome Car Automobile. Toy Hauler Chevrolet. Most of them were
domestics, but there was quite a bit of global representation, as well. This little, white Chevette
stood out from many of these cars with its humble, endearing presence. It is a Chevette in the
least-lightweight body style five-door hatchback , in an upscale trim level CS with added
niceties, diesel-powered by a hp, 1. One source cites an as-new mph time of close to twenty
seconds for a car like this one, which sounds about right. Granted, my 2. I was positively
floored last spring April when I had spotted a or-so Chevette pictured above in the parking lot of
a local grocery store in my Chicago neighborhood, in decent, apparent condition. Save your
brain cells. Instead, think back to a person or thing that was or possibly still is the object of
your affection, for which no one else seemed to understand your affinity. That someone else
has so lovingly cared for this Chevette makes me love it, too. Its existence in such beautiful
condition should be enough to merit, minimally, even just a little of your respect. The Back To
The Bricks is a great event. I was there in with my blue Buick Century Turbo Coupe. I meet up
with two other people that also had rides like mine. The Century Turbo was only built in Flint so
that certainly made the appearance of three of them on the Bricks a sight to behold. Was sad to
hear that Buick City was gone. I know exactly where this is right near Halo Burger, right? I
toured the factory last in the summer of as a teenager, when the Buick LeSabre built there was
the darling of J. Truly a remarkably well-preserved Chevette. Sounds like a great show, too. I

went back to the Automotive Urban Legends post and left the reply I intended to before I got
sidetracked lol. Very nice car! And they certainly did the job, as the k version of a Cavalier
ex-county government car has been showing me on a near daily basis. I had a few friends who
had Chevettes back in the day. And all of them used their cars for a good bit of long-distance
interstate travel. The one never mentioned secret of this car is that being an Opel aka, German
design it had wonderful behavior on the interstate. Yep, all my friends were smart enough to get
their with the manual transmission, but once you got it up to speed you had a car that was quite
a bit better on cross country travel than most of its competition. I had the opposite experience
with Chevettes on the highway. Passing people on such roads took planning and strategy. My
personal objection to the Chevette is that it was such a knee jerk reaction by GM management
to the disaster that was the Vega. It was a total abandonment of any attempt to apply modern
engineering. Remember that? A friend had one that had cardboard interior panels. The closest
analog was the Pinto, and despite the flaming by the press that was a better car than the
Chevette too. Then, GM kept the car in production for 12 years with no real improvements. By ,
Honda was on the fourth generation of Civicâ€¦. Keep in mind that FWD was still not common in
And the Rabbit had very serious teething issues in its first few years. It had massive problems,
not unlike the GM X Cars of The Chevette was given almost universally good reviews. It had no
real faults. The 1. The Chevette was praised for its good handling and all-round qualities. The
biggest sin was as others have said: they just kept it in production without any real significant
improvements, and the rest of the small car market increasingly left it behind. But in , it looked
quite competitive, and it was. The Datsun F10 was released about the same time as the
Chevette. The Corolla may have been conventional, but it was also much better than the
Chevette at pretty much everything. Toyotas rusted, but so did early Chevettes. Both were
improvements on the Vega in that regard. The Vega got good reviews. I suppose that if you
wanted a US brand subcompact in , the Chevette was fully competitive. Pintos were better at
keeping up with traffic, but they were packaged even worse. Gremlins were much better at
keeping up with traffic while having packaging that was positively perverse and fuel economy
little better than that of a much more useful compact. It was a modest and expedient solution to
the problem of getting a small car on the market quickly. But it was not grossly uncompetitive
for its first years. But by or so, it was falling way behind. Things were changing quickly. The
X-cars were about as big as a modern Civic is. The J-cars were smaller still. I was pretty young
while this was going on, and my parents sold their only full-sized car before I was born. That
slightly angled steering column was indeed maddening, and it was not restricted to Chevettes,
either. I drove a cherry, low mileage BMW E30 is last week. I so wanted to abandon that sorry
excuse for a car on the PA Pike and torch itâ€¦ And better than its competition? Both to own and
drive. This must be misplaced nostalgiaâ€¦ These were the best-selling cars in the U. Where are
they now? But does that make it more or less likely to have survived? I ended up spending a full
8 hours and shot an insane number of pictures. Very true. I wish I had taken a picture of the
original window sticker â€” did you get it? That gives you 51 throbbing horsepower but an EPA
estimate of around 60 mpg. Neither the gas or diesel version would dazzle a person with
sparkling performance, and this car may be a real unicorn. An awesome find. Wow, Jason â€”
you and Dan Cluley are correct. So equipped, this 5-door hatchback would have done mph inâ€¦
wait for itâ€¦ at least This car actually had the window sticker on it. Mitsubishi Mirage money! I
actually saw a Trabant parked in our town yesterday; a drag race between it and this amazing
Chevette would be intriguing. Paralyzingly slow, but intriguing. Occasionally i find old Datsuns,
Toyotas, or even Chevettes, that are clean and low mileage, only to be crestfallen by a slushbox.
Great find, I had an 87 Chevette CS in high school.. Mine was a 3 door with an automatic and
AC. It was soooooooo slow. I loved that car and would love to find another. Very cool find!
Never heard of a Boston Cooler, either. However, you made me think of trips to the meat aisle of
the grocery store and seeing Boston Butts for sale. I grew up within miles of Flint and I never
heard of a Boston Cooler either. Wow, I love rare finds like this. The diesel version is icing on
the cake. I wonder if the diesel is what preserved this car? When most Chevettes were cheap
beaters for kids nobody wanted diesels. Great find! We never got five doors, but did get 2 and 4
door sedans and I believe only 1. In the UK I think the opposite is true re auto transmissions â€”
apart from idiots like myself who teach themselves left-foot braking in them, they tend not to get
thrashed and live relatively long lives. Yes, they all grew out of the late s GM XP programme for
a small car that would be produced internationally. Vauxall was working on their own mini, the
S-Car. And Opel was working on their Kadett replacement, the T-Car. Chevrolet pulled the plug
on their subcompact, due to a lack of perceived demand for a car smaller than the Vega. Opel
was given the responsibility to develop their T-Car, to be the basis of a new global but not US
small car, for which Vauxhall was given the job to design the 3 door hatch version. When the
Vega collapsed, GM US decided the T-Car was the best and quickest solution, so they

federalized the Brazilian version of the 3 door hatch, which actually was the first of the 3 doors
to go into production, before the Vauxhall. The Chevette is based on that Brazilian car, and used
its engine, which had been designed by Opel. It was Opel that gets credit for the basic T-car
development. GM US had essentially nothing to do with it by that time, except when they rushed
it into US production. Interesting timing, since just last week I photographed a Chevette for a
future CC. That find got me thinking a good deal about Chevettes, and how they were such
exciting and timely cars when introduced for â€” but who on earth would have thought that the
car would be produced without major changes for 12 model years? It would be great to see.
Amen to that. Out of all the cars I have owned since I started driving, I actually miss the
Chevette the most. It was basic transportation but it got me where I wanted to go and never had
any issues. I was able to load it up with anything that I needed to transport. The only issue I
came upon was when it was time to change the plugs and wires. The dist. Now if somebody was
offering to sell me a good condition Chevette in , would I buy it? Hell yes! My commute is not on
the highways anymore so it would be the perfect commuter car. Dialing back the temperature
knob, to disengage the compressor, was a reflex action when TRYING to merge into traffic. By
comparison, a 61 Falcon sedan with the and stick did it in I have to chuckle a bit, as those times
of 16 or 19 seconds still were both faster than my VW , which sold by the millions in the US and
managed to get us where we needed to get. How often do you really wring out your car in full
throttle acceleration? I would say the need for a decent time would also depend partially on
region. GM was really humming in Flint back then, and lots of transport for suppliers and other
business was done by truck, and many merge lanes in the area are notoriously short. Pretty
insane to see one of these so well preserved. As stated above, these cars were totally unloved
in their day. Most likely, the brown one was in that condition when the featured car was new.
But these were in fact good cars, in that role. A Chevette would have been lucky to see an
annual oil change. A wash and wax? And still they would plod on in quiet humility. I got a good
laugh at that last pic, JD! You may have found the ONLY picture of a Chevette that actually tries
and succeeded at making this car look dynamic! Never tried a Boston cooler, but as warm as
this PDX summer has been, that sounds pretty tastyâ€¦. Motorweek tested a Pontiac basically
the same car with automatic in They got a time ofâ€¦ 30 seconds, the slowest car they ever
tested. To be fair they did mention that it got up to 55 in a reasonable time; but that last 5 mph
took a long time. Incredible to find an example of this most Kleenex-like of cars in such pristine
condition. And a rare diesel version at that! A subsequent job transfer to the hilly Atlanta
suburbs made the lack of power the car could not go more than 20 MPH up a steep hill a safety
concern and the lack of air conditioning a source of great discomfort. He traded the Chevette for
a VW Rabbit Diesel, which was possibly the only car with less power on the market at the time.
As it happens two of my siblings purchased Chevettes back in the late seventies; my brother
and his wife purchased one new and it was okay, in a sort of no frills, basic transportation way.
This one had the four speed manual and it felt reasonably peppy, if not really quick. I can safely
say that the VW Rabbit I owned then was a more sophisticated design, had better assembly
quality and was much more fun to drive than either of the Chevettes. If I recall correctly, Car and
Driver featured a story on third-world cars, and included the Chevette. This would have been
about or I do recall that story! Have a soft spot for Chevettes. First car I ever drove, at 14,
illegally. This one looks nearly new, though. Crazy estimated price. Count me as one who
appreciates these little cars. I owned an 83 3 door for 9 years and put , miles on it. I was one of
the rare people who over-maintained mine. Maybe it came from the fact that I have always done
that to all my cars, or the fact that it was my daily driver, or the fact that my Dad was a mechanic
by trade. My Chevette was a 5 speed manual and I immediately switched over to larger tires,
better shocks and installed a rear stabilizer bar. The difference in handling was like night and
day from what it was with the original setup. Mine was a very reliable little commuter scooter,
never failed to get me where I had to go. The ventilation system with the drivers window rolled
down was perfectly adequate. My only complaint was the lack of power, though take that with a
grain of salt because, prior to the Chevette, my daily driver was a 68 Chevelle V8â€¦Honestly,
this little car had an interior that wore like iron. It had cloth seats that looked something like
corduroy. When I sold it, the interior looked like brand new, not a worn spot on the drivers seat
anywhere. The seats in the 95 Beretta that replaced the Chevette as my next daily driver were
exactly the opposite.. It provided her with many more years of service. I left my position at Ohio
State and never saw the car after that. I can honestly say this little car was far superior to the
lousy 81 Escort, and later, 85 Lynx my buddy had. He bought both of those cars brand new and
had nothing but trouble with both of them. At the time, I worked for an auto parts warehouse, so
I had access to good quality parts at wholesale prices. Oil was changed religiously every 3K and
all repairs done by me. Sadly, gone. Did I mention that I lived in Columbus at the time?
Presented with great examples of each, I would own again. Lots of similarities between our

experiences! On a good day, about an hour and ten minutes door to door, one way. After a few
years of that, it was getting up there in mileage so I decided it was time to get something a bit
newer. Guess most of the miles I put on that car were almost all highway! My experience with a
Chevette was while in a car pool. One person had a four-door sedan. The road noise at mph was
extremely high. The car was in good shape. GM had obviously skimped on the sound-deadening
material. It felt and rode like a Mercedes compared to the Chevette. Now, comparing the
reliability of those two carsâ€¦. The local pizza joint I part-timed at during my high school years
had a Chevette as a delivery car. We mockingly called it the Vette as if it had anything in
common with a Corvette. What I remember most about the that car was how insanely soft the
suspension was setup. We all drove it the same: Put the car in D and mash the throttle all the
way down. I feel like those old cars with super-soft suspension setups could handle our rutted
back-roads better than the stiffly-sprung suspensions of today. My Dad grew up in Detroit.
Before it was a thing here, relatives would bring it to us when they visited. That stuff will clear
out your nostrils! The whole show must be a fantastic experience overall, too. That Spitfire GT
behind it is a rarity tooâ€”and I thought it was missing the hood at first! Only time I could find
on a 1. CR tested a 80 Chevette 4dr with 1. My book, which is a test compilation of CR reports,
they did not test a Chevette in I have a 76 CR test of a Chevette in which it did a comparison
between plain and fancy Chevettes and the base 1. I drove both an automatic chevette and and
pre turbo diesel VW. I would take the chevette in a speed contest anytime! The neighborhood
jock on his bike might blow your doors of the chevette, but his baby brother on his Fisher Price
trike would give you a run for the money in the diesel VW! I had done some online reading as I
was sure I had seen chevette automatic diesels before finding out they were older thanks for the
correction Joseph and a Wikipedia reference said there were only diesel chevettes made in ,
period. If correct, this is one rare little Chevy! Compared to the Dart, it was glacial. Mom held
onto it for about 7 years. TSome memorable things:. Acceleration was asthmatic. Atlanta is very
hilly and it managed get up them, albeit slowly. On dry roads it handled okay, but it was not a
good bad weather car more likely due to mom always keeping worn tires on as long as possible.
The transmission leaked like a sieve after about 4 years. This is when I learned about the
importance of keeping up the level of transmission fluid. The slippage was particularly bad
when making sharp right turns. It was a long time before mom did something about it. The
timing belt snapped on me and my step dad came to get me; a friend of his who worked on cars
for fun and profit put in a new one shortly thereafter. I remember what was left of it looked like a
blown steel belted radial tire. The hatchback was very roomyâ€”I was able to haul everything
from my college dorm in one trip. It had front disc brakes â€” Mom managed to ignore the
screeching sound of the rotors being lathed to death for almost 6 months when the calipers on
the right side got misaligned. I was away at college and discovered this when I got home. Just
before finishing grad school out of state, mom finally relented and got a new Chrysler New
Yorker. Mom wanted something to move her from Point A to Point B and back in the penurious
way possible, and it was the right car for her at the right time. I guess. Who in their right mind
would even bother to give a Chevette a glance? There are people showing off rubbish from the
malaise era way too often nowadays. There should be a rule that the cutoff for showing a car at
show should be no newer than and resume with to current day cars to show. How would that
apply to a model year automobile? I fail to see the connection myself. Based on his definition, is
not part of the Malaise Era. I just watched a televised Mecum auto auction. I started to get
excited because in the line-up outside, behind a Porsche, a Cobra and a Ferrari, was a mids
Pinto Squire wagon â€” the one with the faux-wood on the sides. Your email address will not be
published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Downtown Flint,
Michigan. Saturday, August 19, Posted August 24, at AM. Well said, Sir! The connection to the
rest of the CC tribe explained. Don Page. Joseph Dennis. James Slick. J P Cavanaugh. Bob
Martel. They were damn easy to fix, too. Paul Niedermeyer. Posted August 24, at PM. Decent
routine maintenance. Keep the front end lubed! Posted August 25, at AM. Dan Cluley. Jim Grey.
Doing the Old 27 Tour in Mid Michigan today. Jason Shafer. Joe, it sounds like you had a terrific
time. Hardboiled Eggs and Nuts. Mine even had the same wheel covers and big plastic dent
strip. One of the best disposable American cars. Brendan Saur. I love it! Thanks, Brendan!
Bernard Taylor. Guy Ulrich. Posted November 15, at PM. A 60 Comet with the and Fordomatic
took Great point of reference, Paul. Will Poundstone. William Hall. Especially after dinner. It
does! How far the mighty has fallen! Hi, Jim. Cheap, reliable and comfy, good for daily driving or
slowly crossing America they did it all. Adam P. Chris M. Bill Shields. TSome memorable things:
Acceleration was asthmatic. Posted August 26, at PM. Posted August 30, at AM. Carter Gorman.
Posted August 27, at AM. Mark D. Posted August 27, at PM. Happy Motoring, Mark. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. American Brands: GM. American

Brands: Ford. American Brands: Chrysler. Automotive Histories and Misc. Asian Brands. UK
Brands. Australian Brands. European Brands. Trucks, Pickups and Vans. Motorcycles, Trikes,
Bicycles. Engines, Transmissions and other Tech. RVs, Motorhomes, Trailers, Campers.
Avatars by Sterling Adventures. Copyright - Curbside Classics. All Rights Reserved. Please
expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued
support. See results below for Chevrolet Chevette Parts. Classic Industries is America's first
choice for Chevrolet Chevette parts and accessories. Product This relay is used in the blower
motor circuit and various other circuits for a variety of General Motors vehicles. Defective relays
should be replaced to maintain proper operation of heating, ventilation, and air View Product
Details. Product LFB. Produced in die-cast zinc with an elegant, rust-preventive triple chrome
plating with top mounting holes. Product LFA. Each relay replicates the original Delco Remy
item that was commonly Product D Top off your engine with a open element air cleaner for the
ultimate in looks and maximum airflow. This air cleaner measures 14" in diameter and features
an inlaid Bow Tie and "Chevrolet" wording in classic Chevy red. Product LFC. Popularized in
the 's and 70's to Reproduction of the original outer rear hood bumpers designed for use on
various GM models as listed. Each bumper is manufactured to quality EPDM rubber compound
and matches the original in dimensions allowing proper fitment Correct reproduction of the
original window regulator guide roller to glass bushing designed for use on various GM GM
vehicles including Camaro and Firebird models. Sold individually. For use on front door and
rear Product KX. Replacement door window crank handle designed for use on the door panel
for various GM models. Each handle is manufactured from die cast zinc material and chrome
plated. Features a non-riveted black knob pre-attached Replacement for the original inner door
window crank handle designed for use on various GM models. Each window crank handle is
manufactured in zinc die cast metal with a bright chrome finish. Features a non-riveted
Reproduction of the original cigarette lighter housing for use on various GM models.
Manufactured to OE specifications. If your lighter isn't operating properly, it may be due to the
housing connection. This is a Reproduction of the original horn button cap retainer designed
for use on various GM models equipped with the optional NK4 4-spoke sport steering wheel.
This retainer is used to mount the horn cap part to the Product TK Reproduction of the cylinder
portion of the ignition lock assembly. Includes the lock cylinder and keys. GM referred to this
part as a "second design" lock cylinder assembly for models due to the fact that the part
Product S These shock absorbers are nitrogen gas charged for improved ride and handling.
Nitrogen helps Reproduction of the original door lock knobs for various General Motors
vehicles produced in Manufactured in injection molded plastic with a chrome-plated finish. The
door lock knobs are the correct style a If your vehicle is equipped with a V8 engine with a GM
factory distributor, upgrade to Accel components during your next tune-up. You'll enjoy
increased performance, longer life and maximum dependability. Fits with Manufactured in
injection molded plastic with a molded-in-black finish. Product BKC. Designed to meet the high
performance demands of racing competition, this unit fits Chevy small block and big block
engines. Fits HEI The valve spring creation process is far more involved than most people
realize. Selecting the right metal Product BC. This billet steering wheel hub features a black
anodized finish. GT3 hubs have a 3-bolt mounting pattern and are interchangeable with GT3
Steering Wheels and other wheel brands using a 3-bolt pattern. This specially designed McGard
nut and lock set is made to last a lifetime. Each nut is identified by size directly on the head and
case hardened completely through. The thread strength meets or exceeds OEM specifications
Product KIT. Includes 4 crush washers. GM used two different bolts Product B Reproduction of
the interior lock knobs originally installed on most standard interiors for Chevrolet, Buick,
Oldsmobile, and Pontiac models. Product WE Product BM It features replaceable 2, 3 or 4-speed
forward pattern gate plates or a 3-speed reverse pattern gate plate. Other featur
82 monte carlo
2007 lexus rx 350 ignition coil
ford expedition exhaust system diagram
es include a Product DR Aftermarket replacement brake lamp switches for models with out
cruise control. This electro-mechanical device is used to activate the stop lights when the brake
pedal is depressed. Specifically designed for applications that desire improvements over stock
without the high costs of a racing pan. While appearing stock on the outside, it contains
Product MD These are a custom stainless steel versions of the door lock strikers that mount in
the door jamb area of the quarter panel. Polished finish. Buick Applications: Made of 4. Product
NCM. Put your favorite young man on the right path from an early age with this humorous
Chevrolet Guy youth t-shirt. Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All
Makes. Select Model All Models. Products Categories All Categories. View As: Grid Detail.

Mcgard Lug Nuts; M12 x 1. All Categories. General Information. If you continue to have
problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

